Connections With Connect
Connect Home Page
For SharePoint, click on INCOSE CONNECT

At the top Left side of Connect Home Page, there are 2 links, INCOSE Website and INCOSE CONNECT. INCOSE Website link will open up a new window and bring you back to this page.
This is Connect Home Page, at the top are different links for Community, Events, Products & Publications, Programs & Projects, Chapters, Working Groups, and Organization.

Scrolling down you can look at Shared Documents.
NOTE: When you are browsing in other sections, you can get back to CONNECT Home Page via 2 different links shown here:

Welcome to the INCOSE blog!

Clicking on INCOSE Website will take you back here:
If you want to find or post a BLOG or FORUM, hover over "Community" and select either "Blog of Forum".

Click on "Browse" for a specific blog or forum.

Click here to work on your blog or forum.
PLEASE NOTE: IF A CATEGORY DOES NOT SHOW UP ON YOUR CONNECT HOME PAGE, THEN YOU DO NOT HAVE ACCESS TO THAT SPECIFIC GROUP OR LINK

For example, Member A has access to Forum, but Member B does not

Member A

Member B

Sometimes a Note like this will appear

In Events, you can access Event Archives

In Event Archive

Welcome to the Event Archive
Enjoy INCOSE events online through the Event Archive. Whether or not you can attend major events such as the international workshop and international symposium, you can view plenary presentations and other key artifacts. Browse the photo library to re-live the event. The Event Archive shares key material from major INCOSE events with all members.

This archive includes general presentations, plenaries, etc. For a searchable database of papers and proceedings from major INCOSE events, log into i-Pub, the INCOSE Publications database, using your INCOSE Connect account.
In *Products & Publications* you can access the *Product Area*.

This is the Home Page of the *Product Area*.
HOME PAGE
Here you can access different categories depending on your level of involvement. Note: You can also access them towards the bottom of the page.

NOTE: Both Programs & Projects and Organizations are categories that are limited to those who have certain permissions, so if you hover over them and there are no drop-down selections the category does not pertain to you.
If you see this or that, then the page has not been set up yet
Click on **Chapters** to find the different INCOSE Chapters

**Chapters**

Chapters will display the full listing of each chapter and everyone will have Read Only capability within each chapter. Only members of each chapter will have collaborative functionality within a particular Chapter.

**Chapter Sites**

- AFIS
- Alamo
- Argentina
- Atlanta
- Australia
- Beijing
- Blues Chapter

Click on **Working Groups** to find the different INCOSE Working Groups

**Working Groups**

Working Groups will display the full listing of each WG and everyone will have Read Only capability within each WG. Only the identified members of each group will have collaborative functionality within the particular WG.

**Working Group Sites**

- Affordability
- Agile Systems & SE WG
- Anti-terrorism International
- Architecture
- Automotive
- Autonomous Systems Test & Evaluation
- Biomedical and Healthcare Working Group
- Competency
- Complex Systems
- Cost Engineering
- Decision Analysis
- Defense Systems
- Enterprise Systems
- Gesellschaft für Systems Engineering
- Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS)
- Human Systems Integration
If the Working Group is active you will see a page like this:

If the Working Group is not active you will see a page like this:
NOTE: If you want to join a Working Group, you will have to leave Connect, so please follow these steps:

First, go to upper left corner and click on INCOSE Website

Click on Update Profile at the top of the page

Before joining or browsing a Working Group, make sure your information is up to date on the Update Profile page.

Once you verified that your information is up to date, click Save Changes at the bottom.
From your Portal Home Page, on the lower Left side of the page, Under the section My Committees/Working Groups

Click on View My Committees/Working Groups if you want see your own Working Groups

- View My Committees/Working Groups
- Browse / Join a Working Group

View My Committees/Working Groups Home Page
Click on **Browse/Join a Working Group** if you want to find and join a particular Working Group.

Click on *(view)* to the Right of the Working Group that you want to join.

If you can join the Working Group, you will see *Join this Committee* under *Committee Tasks*.

If you cannot join the Working Group, *Join this Committee* will NOT be listed.
PLEASE NOTE: Remember that some pages are not open for READ ONLY to everyone

NOTE: Both Programs & Projects and Organizations are categories that are limited to those who have certain permissions, so if you hover over them and there are no drop-down selections the category does not pertain to you.
If you have membership in an area or collaborative abilities within a space, you might see some of the following options.